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ABSTRACT

While a great deal of research has been conducted on the risk and resilience factors in youth, there is limited research on the differences in these factors between cultures, ethnicities, and gender. The current researcher hoped to provide documentation of the different risk and resilience factors for White, Latino, and African American male and female youth, towards the goal of presenting solutions to youth violence in all groups. By determining ethnic differences in risk and resilience factors, it should be possible to give them appropriate weights within the CARE-2 assessment, thus reducing bias and increasing predictability of future chronic violence. By accurately predicting which youth are most likely to become violent based on risk factors, preventative measures can be put in place to minimize incidents of violence among high-risk youth.
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INTRODUCTION

Prior literature indicates a need to further examine ethnic differences in risk and protective factors for future violence among adolescents in the United States. In the proposed study, it was the purpose of this researcher to begin to explore differences in violence among ethnic groups and identify differences among these groups in risk and protective factors for future violence. While there is ample available literature that refers to differences in risk factors in various ethnic groups, there is a gap in the literature pertaining to what these differences are, and how best to address these risk factors in an attempt to counteract the seeming increased inclination towards violence in the affected groups [1-5].

The current literature indicates that both African American and Latino groups show an increased risk of violence during adolescence and through adulthood [6]. In many cases, this violent activity leads to incarceration or death, which explains the higher prevalence of members of these groups who are currently in prison, on parole, or were killed during the commission or as the result of a violent crime [6]. Understanding that these issues exist is only one part of a larger issue; determining how to counteract these problems should be the ultimate goal, which further research into the differences in risk among the affected groups could help to accomplish [7].

Cultural factors in risk and resilience assessment

Prior literature indicates a need to further examine ethnic differences in risk and protective factors for future violence among adolescents in the United States [6]. In the proposed study, it was the purpose of the researcher to explore differences in violence among ethnic groups and genders, and to attempt to identify differences among these groups in risk and protective factors for future violence.

Certain ethnic groups, such as Hispanic and African American adolescents, have a much higher risk of involvement in various forms of violence, and also a higher rate of incarceration [8]. Researchers have found homicide to be the leading cause of death in African American adolescents, the second leading cause among Latinos, and the third leading cause in Native Americans [8]. When questioned by medical personnel, three-fourths of urban youth presenting to an emergency department reported recent peer violence [9]. This could be explained by the stress of living in an urban area, where violent crime is a more present factor, and also to the effects of discrimination and oppression in youth who live in urban areas, who tend to be of minority ethnicities [10]. An estimated 79% of all violent crimes occur in urban communities [10]. Approximately 80%-90% of urban youth also have either witnessed or been the victim of violence, which increases the likelihood of these adolescents having increased aggression and perpetrating violence themselves as they change from the victim to the victimizer [11].

Researchers have identified oppression and discrimination to be risk factors for future violence in both African American and Latino youth [2]. Researchers have shown that internalizing racist attitudes, which are common among African American youth, can lead to mutual disrespect, internal communal conflict, and “Black-on-Black” violence [11]. However, researchers who focus on self-esteem have found that African American youth who feel a strong belonging to and pride in their ethnic identity have a higher level of self-esteem [2]. In the case of African Americans, self-esteem can be seen as a resilience factor [2].
Predicted that African American youth with a strong ethnic identity would not have as many negative feelings towards their group, which in turn would result in a decrease of negative and dehumanizing views of other African Americans, which would then lessen the incidence of Black-on-Black peer violence [12]. Having a strong ethnic identity and higher self-esteem is also linked to having better coping and problem-solving strategies [2], which also lessens the incidence of violent behavior [12].

Researchers have shown that prior protective factors among Latinos, including acculturation and speaking Spanish at home, are important in predicting future violence, and that they can act as risk factors, not as resilience factors [3]. Studied adolescent boys of various Latino ethnicities, African Americans, and Whites to compare risk and resilience factors, and found that Whites had the lowest risk of becoming involved in violent activity, while Latinos from Puerto Rico had the highest. They also found that Cuban and White adolescents who lived in single parent households or who did not live with their parents had a higher risk for severe violent behaviors than their counterparts who lived in two-parent households [1]. This study highlights the necessity of doing more research on the various Latino ethnic groups, and not treating them all as being interchangeable [1].

In another study, Shetgiri et al. [4] examined risk and resilience factors common in the Latino community. As opposed to other minority populations, they found high levels of parental involvement and belonging to peer groups to be risk factors for future violence and not protective factors, as is common in the youth of other nationalities [4]. This could be attributed to the fact that parental involvement might serve to inhibit Latino adolescents from seeking help outside of their immediate community because of a distrust of outsiders [5]. Latinos with large peer groups were also more prone to become involved in gang activities and other criminal behavior [5]. However, for Latino youth, becoming involved with people outside of their immediate community can be a mitigating factor that inhibits violence, while relying primarily on family and peers from the community can lead to increased acts of violence [5].

Implications of research in various settings

Various researchers and assessments focus on assessing risk and resilience factors in specific settings, such as at home, at school, or in a residential setting such as a juvenile justice facility or psychiatric hospital. It is important to understand that data received in these settings are not interchangeable; some are very specific to the area in which the data were collected. Therefore, it is necessary to look at research from a variety of settings to fully understand risk and resilience factors among the youth of various ethnicities and cultures.

The school system

From the time children are approximately 5 or 6 years old, the majority of their waking day is spent at school; understanding the risk and resilience factors that they face there is very important. School is also where children are most likely to meet and choose their peers, and spend a great deal of time with them. For this reason, most research focusing on risk assessment of violence in the school setting focuses on the formation of peer groups, whether these groups are positive or negative, and whether there is any gang affiliation or other violence-related activity in the peer group [13].

Researchers who focus on solutions to violent behavior in the school system often cite programs that address youth risk factors in a school environment [14]. The majority of these programs focus on children or adolescents who already have a history of violence, have known risk factors for violent behavior, or have been incarcerated for committing a violent crime in the past [15]. In the current study, the researcher considered risk and resilience factors in youth who had not yet been identified as being high risk for committing a violent crime.

The juvenile justice system/psychiatric facilities/drug and alcohol treatment facilities

Researchers studying youth in a residential facility are by necessity focused on children who had already been shown to be at high risk of committing a violent crime, and thus tended to focus on avoiding recidivism in those who have already offended [16]. While this research might be somewhat limited, it is still important in determining risk and resilience factors in youth who might be high risk, but who have not yet offended [10,17]. These studies are also useful in determining the effects of psychiatric illnesses or sociopathy in the committing of violent crime [18,19].

The home and family environment

While the quality of a child or adolescent’s home environment and parental involvement has various results depending on culture or ethnicity, it is important to examine factors within the home that have been shown to increase the risk of violent activity or the risk of becoming a victim. Multiple researchers have shown a correlation between being the victim of or witnessing violence in the home to later acts of violence or becoming revictimized [20,21]. It is also important to study the cultural differences that are considered to be risk or resilience factors in the household. For instance, as previously discussed, while parental involvement is seen as a resilience factor in most cultures, in Latino households, it can be seen as a risk factor [3].

Other factors that must be considered when determining the effect children’s or adolescents’ home environment are whether they are socioeconomically stable or live in poverty, and whether they live in an impoverished neighborhood, whatever their financial situation might be. Researchers have shown an increase in violent behavior in urban, impoverished areas, which crosses all cultural and ethnic barriers [17,22].

The implications of research on resilience

While the majority of assessments and most researchers focus on risk factors to the exclusion of resilience factors, resilience is an important concept to both do further research on and to understand in studies of risk and resilience. Resilience can work in direct opposition to risk factors; some youth who would seem to be at an extremely high risk of committing violent crimes seem to be able to counter the risk by drawing on their resilience factors [23,24]. It is also necessary to consider factors that increase resilience in children, such as temperament, a healthy sense of esteem, pride in one’s heritage, or a supportive peer or family [25]. By including these factors in the current study, hopefully, there would be much to add to the existing research concerning risk factors and resilience factors in different ethnicities, genders, and cultures.

By studying various ethnic and culture groups and both genders, it should be possible to determine differences in risk and resilience factors in the various groups. The current trend of risk assessment is to obtain helpful information necessary for risk reduction. It was the hope of the researcher to obtain new information in regards to differences in risk and resilience of different genders and different ethnic groups that would allow for more eloquent risk assessments that would better inform risk reductions methods.

Hypotheses 1 and 2

H1: The risk factors of the CARE-2 model vary in their ability to
predict the risk of chronic violence between African American and White youth.

**H2:** The resilience factors of the CARE-2 model vary in their ability to predict risk of chronic violence between African American and White youth.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Participants (N=2,116) for the current study were taken from an existing Child and Adolescent Risk Evaluation 2nd Edition Assessment (CARE-2) database, which a behavioral health clinic in the mid-Atlantic Region of the East Coast of the United States established in 2003. The original database for the CARE-2 was created for sampling purposes, and to establish weights for individual risk and resilience items. The CARE-2 database contains data from adolescent clients ages 6-19, with signed consents from the clients’ guardians. Clinicians filled out a CARE-2 assessment one time for each of their youth clients between the ages of 6-19. Sample sizes broken down by ethnicity group included African American (n=724), Latino (n=101), White (n=1,153), and other ethnicities not studied (n=138).

**Data collection procedures**

The researcher obtained data for the current study from the existing CARE-2 archival database located within a behavioral health clinic in the mid-Atlantic Region of the East Coast of the United States, which included over 70 variables collected from individuals, including demographics used for group variables; historical behavior items; historical family items; historical substance abuse and neurological items; recent mental health, behavioral, skill, and education items; and resiliency factors. The researcher collected data from children and adolescents in outpatient treatment programs, residential settings, juvenile detention settings, group home facilities, and school settings. Of the outpatient group, approximately one third were court-involved. For comparison purposes, the researcher also collected data from a subset of youth with no reported behavioral problems. The main locations for data collection were the Mid-Atlantic and Midwestern regions of the United States.

**Inclusion criteria**

The researcher used archival data for the current study, collecting data from participants who were invited to take part in a prior study for the CARE-2 if the following standards were met: obtained consent from guardian(s), and the individual was an adolescent between the ages of 6 to 19. The researcher excluded participants from the prior study if they were under the age of 6, over the age of 19, or did not fill out pertinent information to identify ethnicity or gender. If there were missing data within the Historical Family Items section of the CARE-2 or the individual refused to participate at the time of data collection, the researcher excluded him or her from the prior study.

**Measures**

**Demographic factors** Demographic data for the current study included gender, age, and ethnicity, which the researcher collected from client records within the clinic with guardian consent via a signed consent.

**Risk assessment** The CARE-2 assessment is one of the premier predictors and reduction of youth violence tools available and aims to identify youth who are at risk for violence and to identify specific interventions needed to prevent any future risk of aggressive behavior.

The CARE-2 tool examines the factors previous researchers have identified that may be affecting the child’s or adolescent’s development, and allows for a risk reduction plan to be put in place for the youth to mature into a positively pro-social functioning member of society. The standard for the predictive validity of risk assessment tools should range between 75%-85% receiver operating characteristics (ROC) [26]. The CARE-2 has a predictive validity of 0.75–0.94 for future violence ROC for males, and 0.67–0.97 ROC for females; this puts the CARE-2’s predictive validity above the Structured Assessment of Violence Risk in Youth (SAVRY), Psychopathy Checklist: Youth Version (PCL-YV, male), Positive Achievement Change Tool (PACT), and Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (LS-CMI) [26].

The CARE-2 items are divided into historical items (happened any time in the youth’s lifetime), and recent descriptors (occurred in the last 6 months). Additionally, there are static items that are historical and cannot change, and dynamic factor items, such as skill proficiency and resiliency factors, that can change over time. Categorically, there are items related to (a) behavior, (b) family characteristics, (c) neurological and substance abuse, (d) mental health, (e) skill and educational factors, and (f) resiliency factors. When constructed, the CARE-2 was atheoretical, but resiliency factors were expected to have a moderating effect on risk factors’ overall contribution to future violence. The CARE-2 is designed to collect data on specific behaviors or individual characteristics associated with each of the categories. Each specific behavior or individual characteristic is further categorized as either a risk or protective factor. There are 44 risk factor items, with each item given a weighted score. The weighted item scores are added together to calculate a total risk score. There are 13 resiliency items, with each item given a weighted score. The weighted scores of the resiliency factor items are then added together for a total resiliency score. The total resiliency score is then subtracted from the total risk score to calculate whether the test-taker is at no, mild, moderate, or high risk of future violence. No risk scores range from 0-20 for preteen males and 0-20 for teen males. For preteen females, 0-39, and teen females 0-29 indicate no risk for chronic violence. Mild risk scores range from 21-57 for preteen males and 21-57 for teen males. For preteen females, 40-62, and teen females 30-61 indicate a mild risk for chronic violence. Moderate risk scores range from 58-65 for preteen males and 52-63 for teen males. For preteen females, 63-100, and teen females 62-84 indicate a moderate risk of chronic violence. Finally, high-risk scores range from 66+ for preteen males and 64+ for teen males. For preteen females, 101+, and teen females 85+ indicate a high risk for chronic violence. An example of a resilience item would be positive school experience, which adds a +2 to the resilience score due to weight. An example of a risk item would be chronic school behavior problems, which scores a +3 for preteen males, +2 for teen males, +3 for preteen females, and +4 for teen females due to score weight.

The CARE-2 is a combination risk and treatment needs assessment, delineating the estimated short-term risk for violence and the treatment and structure needs of the client. It can also be used for youth ages 6 to 19. Additionally, the youth studied exhibited a full range of behavioral problems. One unique feature of the CARE-2 is that interventions are identified that may be affecting the child’s or adolescent’s development, and allows for a risk reduction plan to be put in place for the youth to mature into a positively pro-social functioning member of society. The standard for the predictive validity of risk assessment tools should range between 75%-85% receiver operating characteristics (ROC) [26]. The CARE-2 has a predictive validity of 0.75–0.94 for future violence ROC for males, and 0.67–0.97 ROC for females; this puts the CARE-2’s predictive validity above the Structured Assessment of Violence Risk in Youth (SAVRY), Psychopathy Checklist: Youth Version (PCL-YV, male), Positive Achievement Change Tool (PACT), and Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (LS-CMI) [26].
group. The not similar group had no history of assault. The moderate group contained both youths with and without histories of assaults. The highly and very highly similar groups contained only youth with histories of chronic assaults.

Statistical analysis

The original proposed analysis for testing the study’s hypotheses and model was partial least squares structured equation modeling (PLS-SEM) using SmartPLS software [27]. PLS-SEM would be used for creating several latent constructs for risk and resilience from the CARE-2 items, but this was fraught with issues, most importantly that this is not how researchers currently conceptualize the CARE-2. The CARE-2 does not consider a latent structure, and examining a latent structure was not the intent of the study. It was also considered to possibly recontextualize the model for the CARE-2 to a moderating model, and explored results of this option, but the researcher did not pursue this option for the focus of the current analysis.

The researcher performed a second analysis using Spearman’s rho nonparametric correlations (2-tailed) in SPSS, followed by a test of group differences of correlations using a web interface calculator. The researcher used Spearman’s correlations to determine the strength and direction of the monotonic relationship between previously weighted risk and resilience factors within the CARE-2, and a binary criterion variable that represented the behavior being predicted: chronic assault. The researcher used Cohen’s rule for effect size, with .5 as large, .3 as moderate, and .1 as small.

Sensitivity analysis

The researcher determined sensitivity analysis for Spearman’s rho nonparametric correlation using G*Power 3.0.10. The researcher conducted sensitivity analysis using an alpha of 0.05, a power of 0.80, for a two-tailed Z test. Using the African American group sample (n=724) and White group sample (n=1,153) sensitivity analysis indicated that a small effect size (q=.13) could be detected with the current sample (Figure 1).

RESULTS

Item significance

The researcher performed an item level analysis with Spearman’s rho nonparametric correlations in SPSS to determine risk and resilience factors’ significance among groups. The researcher will show and discuss significance results below.

All items not listed in Table 1 were significant for the whole group, African American group, and White group. The majority of items in the CARE-2 were significant, with only a small number of items that were not significant split between the three groups. Item 11a, attachment problems, was the only item that was not significant across groups. Full table results can be found in Appendix A.

Table 1: Spearman’s rho nonparametric correlations w/criterion variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Whole group</th>
<th>African American</th>
<th>White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s</td>
<td>Spearman’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>correlation</td>
<td>correlation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>correlation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11a</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.08*</td>
<td>-.08**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>.07*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28b</td>
<td>.10**</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>.13**</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.13**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>.06**</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>.07**</td>
<td>.11**</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>.09**</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.10**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * <.05, ** <.01, *** <.001 (2-tailed)

For the full sample, items 11a, attachment problems; 21, has been bullied by peer, and 24, psychiatric symptoms, were not significant. For the African American group, items 11a, attachment problems; 24, psychiatric symptoms; 38, learning problems; and item 56, caregivers supportive of treatment, were not significant. For the White group, items 11a, attachment problem; 28b, deficient problem-solving skills; 43, motions poorly regulated; and 53, relates positively to pro-social peers, were not significant.

It is important to note that results seen in Table 2 for group differences in item significance/non-significant can account for items not being significant within the whole group, as with items 21, has been bullied by peers, and 24, psychiatric symptoms. A small positive correlation for the African American group and a small negative correlation for the White group lead to a canceling out of these effects for the whole sample, leading to a non-significant correlation for the full sample. Furthermore, this should illustrate the need to include all risk and resilience items with analysis of group differences until all ethnic, gender, and age differences can be accounted for in future research.
Item 24, psychiatric symptoms, was significant for the White but not for the African American group. Item 28b, deficient problem-solving skills, was significant for the African American group, but not for the White group. However, the effect size was small for the African American group, and this item was not significant for group differences. Item 38, learning problems was significant for the White group, but not for the African American group. However, the effect size was small for the White group, and this item was not significant for group differences. Item 43, emotions poorly regulated, was significant for the African American group, but not for the White group. However, the effect size was small for the African American group, but this item was significant for group differences, which the researcher will discuss later. Item 53, relates positively to pro-social peers, was significant for the White group, but not for the African American group. However, the effect size was small for the African American group, and this item was not significant for group differences. Item 56, caregivers supportive of treatment, was significant for the African American group but not for the White group. However, the effect size was small for the African American group, and this item was not significant for group differences.

Significant group differences

The researcher performed an item level analysis with Spearman’s rho nonparametric correlations in SPSS, followed by calculations to determine between-group significant differences of correlations.

### CARE-2 item analysis

Spearman’s rho nonparametric correlation SPSS output and test for group differences confirmed the first hypothesis: The risk factors of the CARE-2 model vary in their ability to predict risk of chronic violence between African American and White youth, with significant differences between groups found with risk items including 1c, 2b, 12, 21, 26, 30, 34, 42, 43, and 44. For the second hypothesis: There was significant between-group difference with resilience item 47; however, the researcher only found one resilience item to be different. One difference in resilience may have been due to the small number of resilience items, which seemed underdeveloped within the CARE-2 assessment. Also, currently there are no ethnic-specific resilience items developed for the CARE-2. The researcher will discuss each significant difference between group CARE-2 risk/resilience items below.

### Risk factors

Spearman’s correlation results for item 1c, history of moderate behavior problems, was significant for group differences, with African Americans having a larger correlation. The African American group had a moderate effect size, while the White group had a small effect size. Both groups were negatively correlated, which may indicate that item 1c did not contribute to the risk of chronic violence for either group. Item 2b, history of severe behavioral problems, was significant for group differences, and effect size was small for both groups. The African American group had a relatively larger effect size, which would indicate that the African American group was more at risk for chronic violence when severe behavioral problems were present. Item 12, early abuse, was significant for group differences, and effect size was small for both groups. The White group had a larger effect size, which would indicate that the White group was more at risk for chronic violence when early abuse had occurred. Item 21, has been bullied by peers, was significant for group differences, and effect size was small for both groups. The African American group had a positive correlation, while the White group had a negative correlation, which would indicate that being bullied by peers is not a risk factor for chronic violence among the African American group. Item 26, runaway behavior, was significant for group differences. The African American group had a moderate effect size, while the White group had a small effect size, which would indicate that the African American group was more at risk for chronic violence if they were exhibiting runaway behavior. Item 30, favorable attitudes towards antisocial behaviors, was significant for group differences. The effect size was moderate for the African American group and low for the White group, which indicates that the African American group was more at risk for chronic violence when a favorable attitude towards anti-social behavior was present. Item 34, limited association with pro-social peers, was significant for group differences. The effect size was moderate for the African American group and small for the White group, which indicates that the African American group was more at risk for chronic violence when there was limited association with pro-social peers. Item 42, impulsivity, was significant for group differences and effect size was small. The correlation was greater for the White group, which indicates that impulsivity leads to great risk for chronic violence among the White group. Item 43, emotions poorly regulated, was significant for group differences. However, item 43 was only significant for the African American group, which had a small effect size, indicating that poorly regulated emotions did not increase the risk of chronic violence among the White group. Item 44, suicide risk (which in itself is a very complex issue), was significant for group differences and effect size was small for both groups. The African American group had a larger effect size, which indicates that a risk for suicide can increase the risk of chronic violence among the African American group.

### Resilience factors

Spearman’s correlation results for item 47, appropriate parental discipline, were significant for group differences, and effect size was small for both groups. However, item 47 had a positive correlation for both groups, which would indicate that appropriate parental discipline was not a resilience factor for either group. Moreover, the African American group had a greater positive correlation, which indicated that appropriate parental discipline could become a risk factor for chronic violence at some point.
DISCUSSION

Cultural bias within the world of psychological assessment has been a focus of research since the 1960s. The reason for this investigation would be to recognize that various cultural factors might result in racial or ethnic differences in the assessment of risk and resilience to predict chronic violence. Threat assessments are often used within a forensic testing battery within court cases. Therefore, it is of great importance to ensure any prosecution based on psychological testing is rendered from information that is unbiased. In regard to the assessment of the risk of chronic violence of youth, an assessment tool that overestimates this prediction based on an individual's ethnicity could lead to negative consequences for the youth. Conversely, it would also be a problem to underestimate an individual's risk of chronic violence in that the youth is not receiving the appropriate treatment to lower that individual's risk of chronic violence. One of the approaches to fixing cultural bias proposed by Poortinga was to deal with this bias directly through identifying the bias statistically, and correcting the assessment tool so that it can meet psychometric standards of equivalence. In the current study, the researcher took the first step in identifying bias statistically between an African American and a White group within a sample of youth tested with the CARE-2 assessment for chronic violence.

It is important to highlight several differences found within the current analysis based on current research within the field. Within the current analysis, the African American and White groups were found to have no increase in resilience from appropriate parental discipline. Moreover, this could indicate that appropriate parental discipline, explained as not too lax or too strict could become a risk factor, especially for the African American group. Copeland-Linder, Lambert, and Ialongo explained that effective and more controlling parental practices are both adaptive and protective for African American youth within high-risk environments. It may be possible that controlling parental practices may help African American youth to recover from performing assaultive behavior [28]. Within the current analysis, the researcher found that those in the African American group had less risk for chronic violence than those in the White group due to early abuse. A combination of resilience factors, including Afrocentric beliefs, religiosity, and ethnic identity have been shown to decrease deviant behaviors among African American youth, which may explain the resilience to early abuse compared to the White group [29]. The current researcher also found that being bullied by peers was a low risk factor for the African American group, while those in the White group had a negative correlation, which could indicate a deficit of risk to becoming chronically violent. Those in the African American group could be more resilient to being bullied, as they did not have a negative correlation compared to the White group, due to unique resilience factors such as ethnic identity. Furthermore, if the bullying is in the form of racial discrimination, [30] considered self-esteem and ethnic identity protective factors. An explanation for the negative correlation of being bullied by peers on the risk of chronic violence within the White group may be found in the flight, fight, or freeze fear or stress response. Those in the White group may be more susceptible to the flight or freeze portion of the stress response to bullying [31]. However, due to the definition of resilience, or protective factors, being bullied by others would not fit into that category for those in the White group. In reference to item 30, researchers have found that corporal punishment leads to more anti-social behavior [32]. Furthermore, some found that corporal punishment is especially prevalent among African Americans [33]. Corporal punishment among African Americans may explain findings in the current analysis in which those with favorable attitudes towards anti-social behavior are at a greater risk for chronic violence among the African American group than the White group.

The urban stress and mental health perspectives state that African American youth are at a higher risk of violence due to discrimination, racism, and stress-inducing factors such as class oppression, the proliferation of drugs, use of violence to resolve interpersonal conflicts, and that they also experience greater exposure to violence, which may explain increases in risk of chronic violence within the CARE-2 [10]. Poverty is one major risk factor for violence, especially for African American youth living in urban areas, which is not included in the CARE-2. Being exposed to this violence, whether one is the victim of the violence or a witness to another family member being victimized, greatly increases the risk that a young person will act violently against others, both in relationships and in general [34]. This exposure can desensitize youth to violence, but could it possibly not only increase risk, but also change the threshold of how much overall risk results in violent acts [35]. Furthermore, the above risk factors could account for some results found within the analysis for the African American group (e.g., items 2b, 26, 34, 43, and 44), which are not directly reflected within the current research. Risk and resilience factors in White youth are not dissimilar to those seen in other groups, although this group is often overlooked in the literature [36]. However, White youth who are abused in the home are much more likely to either act violently towards others or to accept violence from others later in life, which could explain why those in the White group have an increased risk for chronic violence from early abuse within the CARE-2 data [37]. Furthermore, researchers have found that early childhood abuse is directly connected with impulsivity, which can account for the increase in risk for chronic violence among the White group within the current analysis [38].

There were also several CARE-2 items that had correlations in unexpected directions, such as risk items 21, early abuse; item 1c, history of behavior problems; and resilience item 47, appropriate parental discipline. The researcher discussed items 21 and 47 above. However, the researcher found item 1c to be negatively correlated with the risk of chronic violence, which indicated that it is not a risk factor for those in the African American or White groups. Moreover, this finding is not implicated in the current body of research, but may indicate a profile of risk that does not include moderate behavior problems. However, it is important to note that this may not be the case for other ethnic samples in future research.

Looking at the statistical capabilities of detecting chronic violence among youth, the study does not necessarily target predictability among ethnicities in the CARE-2 as the current study focused on weighted items. Further research would be needed with CARE-2 items stripped of weight and ROC statistical procedures. Moreover, the CARE-2's priority in risk reduction planning makes it an invaluable tool when dealing with violent youth. While considering guided risk assessment and risk reduction, the CARE-2 should be considered for practitioners dealing with violent youth.

Limitations of current research

A major limitation of this study was the ability only to test two racial groups. The United States is a melting pot of many cultures that may hold many differences in the assessment of chronic violence.
in youth. The Latino population is ever growing within the United States, and is of great interest to this researcher. However, due to a small sample size that may be non-representative, the researcher eliminated the Latino sample from the current analysis. As the third largest population in the United States, the importance of unbiased measure for this population is of great concern [39]. In migration policy institute reported that Latino immigrants accounted for 38% of all immigrants coming to the United States. In regards to the current study, as mentioned in the ethical concerns, it is important that Latino youth are not being over- or undermeasured for risk of chronic violence as this brings concerns of legal consequences and under treatment for risk reduction [40].

Another limitation of the current study would be an increase in Type I error probability due to using multiple statistical tests without a statistical correction. However, due to the nature of item-level analysis and the analytical testing measuring statistical significance for each population and the group, Type I probability may be low.

It should also be noted that there are overarching limitations to the current state of risk assessment, which includes gender difference, ethnic differences, organization problems, poor resilience item development, and so on. These limitations should be taken into consideration when developing or editing risk assessment tools.

Future research recommendations

The current study investigated ethnic differences within the assessment of the risk of chronic violence within youth, which the researcher confirmed in both risk and resilience factors. The future research recommendation would be to strip the current weights found within the CARE-2 assessment data for both the African American and White samples. Once the weights are stripped, the data should be reanalyzed so that appropriate weights for both groups are found for each risk and resilience factor. The second research recommendation would be to analyze those in the African American and White groups by gender to find appropriate weights based on both ethnicity and gender. The third research recommendation would be to perform a Spearman’s rho non-parametric correlation on the Latino sample to investigate ethnic differences in risk and resilience factors of the CARE-2. The fourth research recommendation would be to build new risk and resilience items and to reorganize the CARE-2 to accommodate for the five-group system to include individual, peer interaction, family, school, and community, to give a fuller picture of the individual being assessed [9]. Within this organization of the five-group system, the researcher also recommends to differentiate dynamic and static items to take into account factors in an individual, which might change on their own over time, or be altered through intervention so that the individual can be reassessed to show when risk has been reduced. The fifth research recommendation is to build new CARE-2 items that reflect ethnic-specific risk factors such as those found in the urban stress and mental health perspective, which argues that African American adolescents are affected due to discrimination, racism, and stress-inducing factors such as class oppression, the proliferation of drugs, and use of violence to resolve interpersonal conflicts (McGee, 2015). Items that reflect culturally specific resilience factors such as greater self-esteem in African American youth who feel a strong belonging to their ethnic identity should also be added to the CARE-2 [2].

CONCLUSION

In the current study, the researcher found that ethnic differences do exist for risk and resilience factors within the CARE-2 assessment of youth risk for chronic violence. Those in the White group had higher risk compared to those in the African American group for items 2b, 12, and 42. Those in the African American group had higher risk for chronic violence compared to those in the White group for items 1c, 21, 26, 30, 34, 43, and 44. Risk assessment has changed through its history with weighted systems, the addition of static and dynamic items, and even accommodations for gender differences. It seems rational that the evolution of risk assessment should continue with each generation of researchers to further refine risk and resilience factors, organization, risk reduction, and weight schemes to accommodate for individual differences. Future research should focus on cultural and ethnic differences coupled with gender differences of each subgroup to tease out any potential bias that could cause skewed overall risk results, especially in the forensic arena. Bias in risk assessment could cause harm to the individual being assessed by either overestimating risk with possible legal consequences, or underestimating risk when the individual needs risk reduction treatment.
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